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HARGIS LIBRARY 
Virginia Institute of 
Marine Science 
VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
GLOUC STER POINT. VIRGINIA zaoea 
September 10, 1974 
Colonel James 1. Trayers 
Contracting Officer 
Coastal Engineering Research Center 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Kingma Building 
Fort Belvoir , Virginia 22060 
In Re: Contract No. DACW 72-74-C-0008 
Dear Colonel Trayers: 
As per our contract, enclosed are the following technical items: 
1 . First Quarterly Technical Status Report of our activities. 
2. A thorough Literature Survey of Previous Work in the 
study area . 
3. Tape and transit Documentation of the 18 beach profile 
locations on Form DA 1 OCT 64 . 
4. Wave observations made in July and August . 
I believe that you will find everything in orde r with respect 
to the terms of the contract , and that we have satisfied the appro-
priate provisions of the co tract . 
The A<lwinistrative Report (including a statement of funds ex -
pended) will soon ~e forwarded to you. 
VG:cbo 
cc: Dr . w.J. Hargis Jr., Director 
Sincerely yours, 
(),,,· _'fl1 
Victor Goldsmith , Ph .D. 
Principal Investigator 
Mr, Roy Washer, Asst . Administrative Director 
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Scope of this status report 
All the work required has been successfully accomplished in this 
first quarter, and will be reported and discussed. Included, as 
appendices are: ll 
A, A thorough literature survey of previous work in the area.
B. Tape and transit documentation of 18 beach profile lo­
cations on Form DA1Oct64,
c. Wave observations made in July and August 1974.
Thus, the inclusion here of Appendices B and C, which are not re­
quired until the second quarter, indicate that we are progressing 
ahead of schedule, 
2. 0 Summary of work performed 




2 .1 . 3 
ties , resulting in the occ upati on of these locations, is summarized : 
Pr ecise loca t ion of older pro f i le s of Harrison, Bullock, IDU and 
Fausak (Table 1) . 
Emplacement of three galva ni zed pi pes ( ~TT diameter) as benchmarks 
at the 18 beach profi l e locati ons, 
Transit and tape surveys to app rox imately 5 to 8 landmarks adjacent 
to the three benchmarks at eac h of t he 18 bea ch profi l e locations to 
insure precise relocatio n in case of loss of the benchmarks . This 
documentation is reported he r e on Form DA1OCT64 in Appendix B. 
Wave observers (W.O. ) were rec ru ited for six lo cations, shown in 
Figure 1. ~heir names and addresses are given below: 
9 ,1 Eugene Bichncr 
Box 7 
Corolla, North Carolina 27927 
4 .1 John Gilliand 
Va. Beach Erosion Commission 
701 General Booth Boulevard 
Va. Beach, Virginia 23450 
1.1 George Joly 
Seashore State Park 
2500 Shore Drive 
Va. Beach, Virginia 
6.1, Frank Smith 
23451 
7.1 Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge 
P.O. Box 6128 
Va. Beach, Virginia 23456 
5.1 Lt. Cmdr. C,A. Tarver, Jr . 
Security Officer 
Dam Neck FLTCOMBATDIRSYSTRACENLANT 
Va. Beach , Virginia 23450 
2 . 
2.1 . 4 
2 . 1. 5 
2 -1.6 
2 .1. 7 
3.0 
3.1.1 
Wave observers began their observations a s t hey were re cruited in 
order to allow a trial period . Copies of t he se dat a are presented 
in Appendix c . 
A thorough literature survey of previous work i n the area (including 
22 figures) is presented in Appendix A. 
A ground reconnaissance was made in Cur rituc k Count y, North Carolina 
and so uth to Duck on August 19 , 1974 . The group in cl uded several 
VIMS biologists and observations were made on the dune vegetation 
and overwash areas, in addition to the ocean beach. The beach 
south of the N.C. state line was quite wide and acc reti onal on that 
date, as was the beach to the north of the state lin e . There appear 
to be only two immediately threatened areas ( i .e ., cont aining a 
narrow beach, low dunes, at a narrow portion of th e isl and), with 
both these areas close to the Currituck - Dare County line . More de-
tailed information resulting from this trip is still in prepara t ion, 
and will be in cluded in the next report . 
Four beach profiles were measured on July 18 , 1974 at locati ons whi ch 
underwent dramatic changes in the past year . These data wi ll be in-
cluded in the next report. 
A 1975 fou r wheel drive vehicle, as otherwise specified i n t he con-
tra ct , has been orde red and delivery is expected in early November. 
Anal ys i s of Work Progress 
Work is progress i ng quite well, with all equipment and pers onnel 
functioning to maximum efficiency, and without any brea kdowns (to 
date). 
3. 
3.1.2 Of the 54 benchmarks emplaced, three (at different profiles) have 
been lost to vandalism. The wave observer program is re-
quiring a very large amount of time. Although wave observers for 
six locations have been recruited and trained, their lack of moti­
vation (in terms of their own personal priorities and responsibilities) 
will probably result in a high turnover. 
4.0 Conformance to Schedule 
4.1 All work required in the first quarter of the contract has been 
accomplished. Some work not required until the second quarter, 
including transit and tape surveys of the three benchmarks at each 
of the 18 locations, and wave observations, have completed, and are 
enclosed here. 
Work Planned for Next Quarter s.o
5,1 Beach profile measurements and other data collection will be ac­
complished as required in the second quarter. 
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LITERATURE SURVEY OF PREVIOUS WORK, VIRGINIA BEACH 
COASTAL COMPARTMENT, SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
by 
Victor Goldsmith 
Virginia Institute of Marine Science 
Gloucester Point, Virginia 
DACW 72-74-C-0008 
INTRODUCTION 
This literature survey of previous work is part of a study 
of beach changes involving monthly measurements at 18 beach profile 
locations (Fig. 1). This report consists of two major sections. 
The first section (3.0) surveys the regional geological and coastal 
literature and the second section (4.0) surveys in more detail the 
specific literature relating directly to beach processes of the 
Virginia Beach Coastal Compartment. 
The nomenclature "Virginia Beach Coastal Compartment" is 
unique to this investigator, though by no means is it arbitrary 
usage. Historically, the northern limit of the Outer Banks was 
at Caffey's Inlet, near the Virginia-North Carolina state line. This 
inlet has been closed since about 1875 (Fig. 2a). However, it makes 
more sense geologically to consider the stretch of coast between 
Cape Henry and Cape Hatteras (encompassing the study area) as a 
classic coastal spit-barrier island complex, with Cape Henry being 
the headland, and the net annual drift to the south. This has 
long been recognized (Fisher, 1967). The northern two-thirds of 
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! 
may be subdivided into two long concave-seaward portions of coast , 
separated by a convex-seaward bulge called False Cape . It is the 
northern concave-seaward stretch of coast from False Cape to Cape 
Henry, that we herewith refer to as the Virginia Beach Coastal Com-
partment, and which is our beach profile study area . 
In addition to shoreline morphology, this compartmentalizati on 
is related to the area rs coastal processes . The Corps r recent sum-
mary (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1971) states that False Cape 
is adjacent to alongshore drift nodal point, in that north of this 
area the net annual drift is to the north, wheras south of this 
area the net annual drift is to the south. 
2 . 3 The complete description of this area, given in the Corps ' 
National Shoreline Study (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1971), is 
organized in Table 1 by reaches and subjects. These reaches are 
related to population zonation of the coast and not to the geo -
logical aspects previously discussed . 
3. 
3,0 REGIONAL OVERVIEW 
3,1 This section includes references on the pre-Holocene and Holo -
3,1.1 
cene geology, coastal process studies of the Cape Henry-Cape Hatteras 
barrier-spit complex, Corps' studies, environmental studies, and 
offshore inner-shelf studies. 
Pre-Holocene and Holocene Geology in the vicinity of the study area 
The physiography and geolog½ both immediately underlying the study 
area and at the surface to the west, is directly related to the six 
or more Pliocene(?) and Pleistocene cycles of emergence and sub -
mergence, with maximum submergent sea levels near + 45 feet (Oaks 
and Coch, 1973). Figures 3 and 4 (from Oaks and Coch, 1963) give 
some of the details of the geology and geomorphology seaward of the 
Suffolk Scarp. The Sandbridge Formation (youngest Pleistocene), 
shown in Fig. 5 (from Oaks and Coch, 1973) is often exposed after 
storms in the intertidal zone at 44th Street, Virginia Beach. The 
Pleistocene Geology of this area is also discussed by Rogers and 
Spencer (1968). Other aspects of coastal plain geology are dis-
cussed by Sanford (1912), Wentworth (1930), Cederstrom (1941), 
Richards (1950), and the early literature is summarized by Ruhle 
(1965), Harri son , et al. (1965) presents evidence for a late 
Pleistocene uplift in the area. More recent coastal plain studies 
are discussed by Calver (1973a and 1973b). Pleistocene sea level 
changes are dis cussed by Milliman and Emery (1968) and Oaks and 
Coch (1963). Historical s a level changes at Hampton Roads, Vir-
ginia are shown in Figure 6 (from Hicks, 1972). 
4. 
3,2 .o 
Holocene geomorphology and stratigraphy at Chesapeake Bay 
Entrance are discussed by Meisberger (1972) and Nelson (1972) and 
the Holocene evolution of a portion of the Hatteras barrier island 
chain has been discussed by Pierce and Colqhoun (1970a, 1970b) and 
White (1966). 
Coastal studies of the Cape Henry - Cape Hatteras barrier spit complex 
Historical Studies 
A definitive study on the historical geography of the North 
arolina Outer Banks has been made by Dunbar (1958). More detailed 
historical studies of inlets, and their relict features, on the 
Outer Banks are reported in Fisher (1962, 1967). These data are 
summarized in Figures 2a and 2b. Note the former presence of inlets 
. 
at the Virginia-North Carolina line, and just to the south, from 
the 16th to the mid 19th century. The geornorphic expression of 
these former inlets is quite apparent (Fig. 2b), and probably in-
fluences present coastal processes. Another interesting aspect of 
these changing inlets is the steady decrease in number of inlets 
per 100 miles from 4.2 to 0.8, during the years 1600 to 1961, between 
cape Henry and Cape Hatteras, as shown below (Fisher, 1962, Table 1) . 
Table 2 
(from Fisher, 1962, Table 1) 
Spati 1 Inlet Distribution During Historical Times 
Inlets per 100 miles;': 
Period c. Henry - c. Hatteras c. Hatteras - c. Lookout 
1600-1700 5/120 mi. - 4.2/100 mi. 6/70 mi. = 8.6/100 mi. 
1700-1800 3/120 mi.- 2.5/100 mi. 6/70 mi. = 8.6/100 mi. 
1800-1850 3/120 mi.= 2.5/100 mi. 2/70 mi. = 2 .0/100 mi. 
1850-1900 3/120 mi. = 2.5/100 mi. 3/70 mi. = 4.3/100 mi. 
1900-1945 2/120 mi. - 1. 7/100 mi. 5/70 mi. = 7.1/100 mi . 
1945-1961 I 1/120 mi. - .8/100 mi. 6/70 mi. = 8 . 6/100 mi. 
~·: First figure is number of inlets per actual distance . Second 
figure is number of inlets recalculated per 100 miles. 
3 .2. 2 
Additional studies of historical shoreline changes have been made 
by Rude (1922), and Athearn and Ronne (1963). Pierce (1969) has 
used historical changes determined from charts in an attempt to 
formulate a sediment budget for a portion of the Outer Banks , 
with mixed results . Comparisons of vertical aerial photographs 
have been used to study shoreline changes within the last 50 yea r s 
by Shepard and Wanless (1971), Al Ashry and Wanless (1968) , Lang-
felder, et al. (1968) and Stafford (1971) . Wahls (1973 , Fi g. 6) 
has summarized the most recent shoreline changes, 1949 - 1971 , in 
Currituck and Dare Counties, N.C., from existing aerial photograp hic 
coverage (Fig. 7). 
Langfelder, et al, (1970) attempted to correlate histo r ica l 
shoreline erosion with "computed erosion" from wave refraction compu-
tations (using Wilson's program), with mixed results . 
Beach Studies 
Detailed studies of beach behavior on the Outer Banks have 
been made by Dolan (Dolan, 1966; Dolan and Fern, 1968 ; Dolan , et al ,, 
1969; Dolan, 1970; Dolan, 1972; Dolan, 1971) and Sonu (Sonu and Van 
Beek, 1971; and Sonu, 1g73). Results of Sonu's intensive studies are 
that of all the para~eters measured, the previous sediment storage , 
the wave approach direction and the three dimensional nearshore topog -
raphy appear to be among the most important variables affecting beach 
erosion on the Outer Banks, 
Vincent (1973) attempted to statistically quantify shoreline 
meanders (also called giant cusps, sandwaves, protuberances , etc . ) . 
6, 
------------
3. 2. 3 
Vincent concluded that there were two basic meander types which 
greatly affect beach processes on the Outer Banks between Oregon 
Inlet and Cape Hatteras. He then suggested that these two meander 
types, "short" and "long" wavelength meanders, were related to 
short-term cycles of accretional and storm-erosional conditions, 
respectively. Preliminary observations suggest that similar shore-
line meanders may also be prevalent between Cape Henry and the 
Virginia-North Carolina state line. 
Beach sedimentological studies of the Outer Banks have been 
made by Swift, et al. (1971), Swift~ Dill and McHone (1971), Shideler 
(1973a, 1973b, 1973c, 1974) and Sabet (1973). These studies, which 
show that the interpretation of coastal processes from grain size 
and mineralogical data in this area is a very complex problem, are 
summarized in Figures 8 and 9 (from Shideler, 1973b and Swift, Dill 
and McHone, 1971, respectively). 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers studies 
Because of the Outer Banks' beach erosion problems, and his-
torical and tourist interest, several studies have been made by the 
Corps. In one of these studies (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1948) 
shoreline changes, 1858 to 1933, were summarized by reaches (Fig. 10). 
Revealed in this data, and of interest here, is the abundance of 
alternate zones of re la tive erosion and accretion along the shore-
line. Other studies of historical shoreline changes, Cape Henry to 
Cape Hatteras, being made by the principal investigator using larger 
scale charts and better control, support the existence of this 
7. 
3. 3 
3 , 4 
alternate zonation. Such alternations may be due to nonunifo r m shore -
line wave energy distributions caused by wave refraction over the 
adjacent continental shelf (Goldsmith and Colonell , 1974) . 
A later study (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1965) also pre -
sents much useful information, including a history of hurricanes 
affecting the Outer Banks (reproduced here as Table 3) . 
The most recent Corps study is a draft environmental impact 
statement of CERC's Field Research Facility at Duck, N.C. (U. S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, 1973. 
Dune Vegetation Studies 
A critical aspect of beach and dune stability is the presence 
of vegetation in the back beach and dune areas . Studies of vege -
tation on the Outer Banks have been made by Oosting (1954), Brown 
(1959) and Woodhouse and Hanes (1967). On a recent visit to the 
site of the future CERC facility at Duck, large experimental tracts 
of vegetation were observed, indicating that such studies are 
presently occurring at the south end of this study area (discussed 
in U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1973). 
Environmental Aspects 
With increasing environmental consciousness, such aspects 
have become important considerations ir. all beach studies, and so 
will be brlefly mentioned here. 
3.4.1. The Overwash Prob~em 
Dolan and Godfrey have suggested that through the abundant 
use of sand fencing in stabilizing the foredunes of the North 
8. 
3.4.2 
Carolina Outer Banks much sand has been permanently lost to this 
barrier island system which would otherwise have been deposited 
through storm overwash processes (Godfrey, 1970; Dolan, 1973; 
Dolan, et al., 1973; Godfrey and Godfrey, 1973). The same sand 
fencing that was first implemented in the 1930 1 s by the WPA on the 
Outer Banks continues north to Sandbridge. The possible effects of 
this sand fencing on beach processes in the study area will be 
considered in this study. 
Currituck County 
Most of the environmental issues in the study area revolve around 
access routes through the remote, and presently, largely natural 
areas. A summary of various access and land development alternatives 
for Currituck County is given in Envirotek (1972), within which 
it is recommended that much of the Corolla area and the area to the 
north, presently in a natural state, be kept as close to the present 
state as possible , and that construction be restricted in the area 
seaward of a 500 foot ocean front set-back line. 
Back Bay Wildlife Refuge 
O servations and studies by personnel of the U.S . Back Bay 
Wildlif Refuge (e.g., Smith, 1972) indicated that the heavy 
v·sitor traffic through and within the Refuge (several hundred 
thousand vehicle trips per year) was doing permanent damage to the 
flora and fauna within the refuge. As a result of court action 
(Baird, 1973; Smolen, 1973) vehicular access is now temporarily 
limited to owners of property south of the Virginia-North Carolina 
9. 
state line and a limited number of visitors. However, the question 
of access through the Back Bay Federal Refuge is still in the 
courts. Part of the problem revolves around the open question of 
damage to the beach, if any, by a large amount of vehicular traffic . 
False Cape State Park 
Access to False Cape State Park, located between the Back 
Bay Wildlife Refuge and the Virginia-North Carolina state line 
(Fig. 1) is presently limited to four-wheel drive vehicles passing 
along the beach and back dune areas, and which is subject to the 
limitations discussed in paragraph 3.5.3. A study of various pro-
posed access routes by Zeigler and Marcellus (1972) concluded that 
all proposed hard-surfaced automobile routes would ultimately cause 
ermanent damage to the area and that the only acceptable access 
to False Cape Park wuld be: (a) some sort of monorail or rapid 
transit system, or (b) a ferry crossing from Knotts Island, N.C. 
across Back Bay to the bay side of Currituck Spit at False Cape 
Landing. State-sponsored studies of this problem are continuing. 
3,6 Offshore Inner-Shelf Studies 
A definitive study summarizing the shelf geomorphology of the 
Ches p ake Bight part of the Virginian Sea, (i.e., Cape Henry to 
Cape Hatteras) and the complex relationships between the shelf 
g omorphology and the ocean surface wave climate over the shelf and 
along the shoreline, is presented in Goldsmith, et al., 1974. A 
copy of this study which is in press, will be forwarded to CERC, 





False Cape, because of its large submarine ridge system, has 
been the scene of several studies (Sanders, 1963; Swift et al . , 1972; 
and McHone, 1972). These studies point out the process interaction 
between the beach and the nearshore morphology. Unpublished beach 
profile data collected separately by Swift, Shideler, McHone and 
Goldsmith indicate that the False Cape Ridge system has an important 
influence on the behavior of the adjacent beaches. 
Additional inner shelf studies are by Payne (1970), Shideler 
and Swift (1972); Shideler, et al. (1972), Fisher (1973); and 
Shideler et al. (1973). 
Physical Oceanography 
The most detailed current study of the adjacent shelf area 
was made by Harrison, et al. (1967). A recent summary of physical 
oceanography studies was made by Bumpus, et al. (1973). 
Wave refraction studies in the area, previous to Goldsmith, 
et al., 1974, have been made by Pierce, et al. (1970) and Chao (1972). 
11. 
4,0 BEACH AND RELATED STUDIES - CAPE HENRY TO FALSE CAPE 
4,1 Meteorologic and Oceanographic Data 
4.2 
Pertinent data copied from an intensive study of proposed 
shoreline improvements for Virginia Beach (U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, 1971) are presented here in Figures 11 to 19. Also 
presented are wave observations, from Marsden subsquare No, 116-55 
as summarized in Goldsmith, et al., 1974 (Figs . 20 and 21) . 
On the basis of field studies, Harrison , et al. (1964) pro -
posed that a nontidal drift eddy, with clockwise motion, exists 
between Cape Henry and Rudee Inlet. 
Longshore Drift Studies 
An investigation of the rate of littoral transport between 
Cape Henry and the Virginia-North Carolina line by an analysis of 
wave energy (as computed from Saville's (1954) hindcast data) was 
made by Weinman (1971). He determined a net annual transport to 
5 3 the north of 9.8 x 10 yds /year. Though this total is probably 
too high, the results qualitatively agree with other studies, and 
emphasize the importance of southeast waves in this area (Goldsmith , 
et al., 1974). 
Longshore drift rates were also calculated from tracer analyses 
at Rudee Inlet by Bunch (1969). An approximate mean northerly drift 
3 
of 70,000 yd was calculated from five tests conducted between 
November 8, 1968 and March 20, 1969, during times of moderate wave 
heights. 
An additional indication of the amount of northerly drift 




1973) for Thimble Shoal Channel. Approximately 1 x 106 yd3 of 
material is rerroved every two to three years from just the main 
channel, located within the Chesapeake Bay entrance. Thus, the 
dredge data probably gives only a minimal estimate of the longshore 
drift along the study area. 
Beach Studies in the Virginia Beach Coastal Compartment 
Previous Studies 
Previous beach studies and those beach profile locations that 
have been reoccupied in this present study, are summarized in Table 3. 
Watts (1959) studied effects of beachfill on Virginia Beach 
and calculated net volume changes in the nearshore and intertidal 
portions of the profile between 1946, 1952, 1955 and 1958. 
The first detailed studies of beach changes in Virginia were under-
taken by Harrison and Wagner (1964). In this study monthly, weekly 
and daily changes were rronitored at four locations in Virginia Beach 
and one at Camp Pendleton (Table 3 and Fig. 4). These profiles were 
measured intermittantly between November 1956 and May 1963. The 
beach profile data indicated that beach changes were not always di -
rectly related to the changes in the wave regime, but that a rhythmic 
pattern of change unrelated directly to the waves, was also quite 
important (Harrison and Wagner 1964, p. 1, 2, 8 and 9). The precise 
location of these beach profile locations have been reoccupied. 
Additiona l st ud ies were conducted at Fort Story, north of Virginia 
Beach (Fig. 1 ) by Harrison, et aL, in 1968. The importance of the 
beach water table in the Fort story area was investigated by Fausak 
13. 
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(1970). Studies of the beach water table at Camp Pendleton in 
1966 and at Fort Story in 1969 are reported in Harrison , et al ., 
1971. Fausak's Fort Story beach profile, which was monitored in 
August and September, 1969, was reoccupied in September , 19 72 by 
this investigator . 
Harrison and Bullock have recently completed a detailed study of 
beach changes along the outer coast of Virginia . This work has 
been reported in Bullock, 1971; and Harrison, et al, 1972 . In 
this study sixteen beach profile locations were monitored betwee n 
the Virginia-Maryland and the Virginia-North Carolina state lines 
for a period of twenty months . This data was then used to cali -
brate a model which would attempt to forecast changes in beach 
sand volume resulting from storm conditions . 11The results indicated 
that it may be possible to develop prediction equations to forecast 
beach changes for sections of ocean beach that do not exhibit com-
plex offshore bathymetry' (Bullock, 1971, p. vii). Six out of 
seven of these beach profiles in the Virginia Beach Coastal Com-
partment were precisely located and remeasured at bimonthly inter -
vals between September 1972 and January 1974 by Goldsmith and Smith . 
Numerous studies of the False Cape area, including beach profile 
measurements, have been conducted by D.J.P. Swift and others. 
However, the beach profile data is, as yet, unpublished . Three out 
of four of these beach profiles, going back to 1969, were reoccupied 
in September 1972 by VIMS and ODU personnel, and have been measured 
since then by Goldsmith and Smith at bimonthly intervals, through 
January 1974. All these previous beach profile data are in the 
possession of the principal investigator . 
14• 
4,3.2 Present beach profile studies 
Beach changes are being monitored once a month at Virginia 
Beach at 1,000 foot intervals between 49th Street and Rudee Inlet 
by an engineering firm under contract to the City of Virginia Beach 
and the Corps of Engineers, Norfolk District. Once a year these 
profiles are extended out to depths of 25 feet (Mr. Fine, Chief, 
Water Resources Planning Branch, Norfolk District, U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers, personal communication, 1972). This 2,5 mile stretch 
of shoreline includes the major zone of public concern about beach 
erosion, but less than 10% of the total shoreline of the Virginia 
Beach Coastal Compartment. 
A beach profile network consisting of 13 beach profiles over a 
15 mile stretch of coast between Rudee Inlet and the Virginia-North 
Carolina border was set up by the principal investigator in the 
summer of 1972. These profiles were monitored at bimonthly intervals 
with the cooperation and assistance of the personnel of the Back 
Bay Wildlife Refuge, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and graduate 
student volunteers at VIMS, This profile network consisted of the 
five older profiles of Harrison and Bullock and three profiles of 
Swift and othPrs (enumerated above) and the present profiles of the 
Back Bay Wildlife Refuge personnel (5 profiles). 
Some of these preliminary results, which were partially re-
ported in Wardrop (1973), indicate a highly variable rate of erosion 
and accretion between adjacent beach profile locations. A summary 
of the False Cape beach profile data, in preparation by this in-
15. 
4.3.3 
vestigator, also indicates similar variability between adjacent 
beach profile locations. 
Grain Size Studies, Virginia Beach, Virginia 
The behavior of sand on Virginia Beach has been studied by 
Harrison and Alamo (1964) and by Tuck (1969). Tuck suggested that 
a reversal in the slope-grain size relationship occurs under storm 
conditions on the beach coincident with profile changes, and that 
such a reversal is generally present in the "zone of shoaling waves" 
portion of the bea ch profile at Virginia Beach. 
16. 
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6 -1 Table 1A 
Reach 
Willoughby Spit to Cape Henry 
Cape Henry to 49th Street 








3 . 8 
Phy sic al 
Charact eristi cs 
Char acterized by an i rregula r 
dune li ne with a beach width 
va r yi ng from 100 to 125 f eet 
at an average el evation of 
about 5 feet mean sea level . 
The dune eleva tion is gen -
e r ally about 12 feet mean sea 
level . Segment s of th is reach 
near the weste rn ti p have , of 
necessity been st abil i zed 
wit h timber gro in s 
Characterized by an irregul ar 





ati ons. Little 
ree k Amphibious 
se and Fort Story; 
he Seashore State 
ark, and the re-
ort beach of Ocean 
iew. Of the shore-
ine composing 
:ean View, 4 miles 
r.e owned private-
y an d 5 miles 
ubl i cly . 
he 2 . 7-mile seg-
cmt between 49th 
treet and 89th 
t reet, known as 
o.tth Virginia 
each, is centered 
bout 3 miles south 
f ape Henry and 
S publicly owned. 
he u.s. Armyrs 
or t Story extends 
l ong the Atlantic 
cean for a distanffi 
f about !.l miles 
roll' 89th Street 
o a point opposite 
ape Henry Light-
ouse which is the 




Used extensively for 
public and private 
recreation. Several 
miles of non-recreation-
al shoreline are de-
voted to the Little 
Creek Amphibious Base. 
The stretch of shore 
north of Rudee Inlet 
to Fort Story is pub-
licly used for recre-
ational purposes. In 
:970, the annual visi-
tation at the Virginia 
Beach resort areas was 
4,320,000 persons, 
Development is resi-
dential and commercial, 
Shore History 
West of Cape Henry, to Little Creek the 
shoreline has shown alternate periods of 
erosion and accretion with the overall 
trend being one of gradual accretion . 
Between 1891 and 1916 the 4.8 mile sec -
tion of shoreline between Lynnhaven In -
let and Little Creek eroded at an avera ge 
rate of 12 feet per year . Since then, 
the overall trend has been one of gradu a l 
accretion. Based on complete shoreline 
surveys of the 4.9-mile reach between 
the lighthouse and Lynnhaven Inlet, made 
in 1962, and the 4 . 8 miles of beach be -
tween Lynnhaven Inlet and Little Creek, 
made in 1946, the average annual rate of 
accretion was 1.98 feet, which is equiv a-
lent to slightly more than 100 , 000 cubic 
yards per year. The 11- mile segmen t of 
shoreline from Little Creek Inlet to 
Willoughby Spit has been relatively sta ~ 
to change in recent years. Erosion has 
removed material from this reach dur in g 
storm periods, but natural return has 
usually occurred. Drift west of Cape 
Henry to Willoughby Spit is westerly. 
Rates in this zone arn moderate to smal l. 
No information on drift.west of Willoug h-
by is available. 
Material placed artificailly to rebuild 
the Atlantic Ocean shoreline at Sand -
bridge, Virginia Beach proper, and North 
Virginia Beach after the 6- 8 March 1962 
storm has continued to erode at rates 
comparable to those experienced his -
torically. Except for a few reaches of 
beach accreting, there has been a general 
recession of the entire shoreline . 
Based on the latest complete survey of 
1968 for the reach from the state line to 
the Cape Henry Lighthouse, the 27.0 miles 
of beachfront along the Atlantic Ocean 
was undergoing an average annual rate 
of erosion of 0.72 feet, which is equi va-
lent to approximately 100,000 cubic 








Chesapeake Bay Basin --
This study, currently 
under way, is comprehen -
sive in scope and includes 
the entire Chesapeake Bay 
and its tidal tributaries . 
It will provide an apprais -
al of the water resources 
needs and of the economic 
interrelations among the 
several portions of the 
basin . Water resources 
being considered in the 
study include navigation, 
fisheries, flood control, 
noxious weeds, water pol -
lution, water quality con -
trol, beach erosion and 
recreation. Future 
progress on the study is 
contingent on appropriation 
of funds. 
Virginia Beach - A beach 
erosion control and hurri -
cane protection study of the 
38 miles of Virginia Beach 
shoreline is under way . The 
Division and District engin-
eers have recommended struc -
tural improvement for beach 
erosion control and hurricane 
tidal flood protection in 
the area between Rudee Inlet 
and 89th Street and consisting 
of the placement of a pro -
tectlve beach to elevation 
10; a new sheet pile and con-
crete cap wall plus riprap 
between Rudee Inlet and 57th 
to 89th Streets, The pro-
tective beaches and dunes 
would be maintained by 
periodic sand replenishment . 
Suitable Type 
of Remedial Action 
Except for the highly developed 
areas of Virginia Beach proper, 
much of the shore is undeveloped 
or developed for summer use only . 
Beaches for recreational use are 
important to these types of de -
velopment . Therefore, beach 
restoration and periodic artificial 
placement of sand would be a suit -
able type of remedial action. In 
the more highly developed areas , 
bulkheading with fill wuld be 
essential . Costs of beach 
restoration or bulkhead types of 
protection would depend to a great 
extent on the locality and extent 
of shore to be protected . It is 
estimated that effective pro -
tection could be provided for the 
shore along this reach for ap -
proximately $31,600,000. 
Same as above . 
6,2 Table lB 
Reach 










From Rudee Inlet to Cape 
Henry, a di stance of 7 miles 
a flat unst able sandy beach 
100 to 200 feet wide and 
averaging 5 feet mean sea 
level in ele vation is visit-
ed annually by more tourists 
than any resort beach in Vir 
gin ia. Photo graphs V-1 and 
V-2 show th is area. The 3 . 3 
miles of shorel ine between 
49th Street and Rudee Inlet 
are devoid of dunes. 
Shore 
Ownership 
Xhe 3 .3 miles of 
bea ch between 
9th Street and 
Ru ee Inlet are 
publi cly owned 
and constitute 
the rrost sig-
nif icant ocean 
front area of 
Virgi nia Beach 
1J1 terms of mass 





The stretch of shore 
north of Rudee Inlet 
to Fort Story is pub-
licly used for recre-
ational purposes . In 
1970, the annual visi-
tation at the Virginia 
Beach resort areas was 
4,320,000 persons, 
Development is resi-
dential and commercial, 
Shore History 
Material placed artificially to rebuild 
the Atlantic Ocean shoreline at Sand-
bridge, Virginia Beach proper, and North 
Virginia Beach after the 6-8 March 1962 
storm has continued to erode at rates 
comparable to those experienced his-
torically . Except for a few reaches of 
beach accreting, there has been a general 
recession of the entire shoreline. 
Based on the latest complete survey of 
1968 for the reach from the state line to 
the Cape Henry Lighthouse, the 27 .0 miles 
of beachfront along tre Atlantic Ocean 
was undergoing an average annual rate 
of erosion of 0.72 feet, which is equiva-
lent to approximately 100,000 cubic 
yards per year. 
Authorized 
Federal Projects 
ne Federal beach 
rosion control 
reject has been 
aut orized for 
the shoreline of 
Virginia Beach be-
tween Rudee Inlet 
nd 49th Street, a 
distance of about 
3-1/3 miles. The 




eral funds for beach 
restoration, con-
struction of approx-
imately 24 groins, 
and a 2 5-year pro-
gram for periodic 
artificial plac~-
rnent of sand fill 
on the bea w~th-
in the Ci etween 
Rudee nd 49th 
S e beach 
restoration work 
has been completed. 
The groins have not 
been constructed 
because experience 
to date indicates 
that periodic place-
rrent of sand by hy-
rau 1c pumping is 
the more suitable and 
economic method of 
ma· tenance s ability 
of the shore. The 
25-ye r progra!ll for 
rtificidl a ement 




beach erosion control 
and hurricane protection 
study of the 38 miles of 
Virginia Beach shoreline 
is under way . The Divis -
ion and District engineers 
ave recommended structural 
improvement for beach ero -
sion control and hurricane 
tidal flood protection in 
the area between Rudee In-
let and 89th Street and 
consisting of the place -
ment of a protective beach 
to elevation 10; a new 
sheet pile and concrete 
cap wall plus riprap be -
tween Rudee Inlet and 57th 
to 89th Streets. The pro-
tective beaches and dunes 
would be maintained by 
periodic sand replenishment. 
Suitable Type 
of Remedial Action 
Except for the highly developed 
areas of Virginia Beach proper, 
much of the shore is undeveloped 
or developed for summer use only . 
Beaches for recreational use are 
important to these types of de-
velopment. Therefore, beach 
restoration and periodic artificial 
placement of sand would be a suitable 
type of remedial action . In the 
rrore highly developed areas, bulk -
heading with fill would be essential . 
Costs of beach restoration or bulk -
head types of protection t,,..0uld depend 
to a great extent on the locality 
and extent of shore to be protected . 
It is estimated that effective pro -
tection could be provided for the 
shore along this reach for approxi -
mately $31 , 600,000 , 
6. 3 Table lC 
Reach 
Rudee Inlet to North of 
Sand bridge 
North of Sandbridge to 
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Physical 
Charac teri stics 
The beac h narrows and is 
separated from the main-
land by low dunes . Beach 
grasses have been planted 
along sections of this 
reach in an attempt to 
stabilize the ever shift-
ing sands . 
Narrow undeveloped bar -
rier strip of land with 
a sandy beach facing the 
Atlantic Ocean on one side 
and several picturesque 
bays on the other extend s 
a distance of 9 miles be-
fore approaching the rapid-
ly developing resort area 
of Sandbridge Beach . This 
relatively undisturbed 
zone varies in width from 
. 25 mile to 1.s miles and 
is frequently breached l,)y 
both sound and ocean waters 
during storm periods . 
Access to this area is 
limited to vehicles cap ble 
of traveling on sand since 
no paved roads exist. 
Shore 
Ownership 
Largely occupied by 
the U.S. Anti-Air 
r re Training 
nt r at Dam Neck. 
tment of pub-
y owned beach 
oes, however, 
Xi t immediately 
outh o ,Rudee 
Inlet. 
he 12 miles of 
h are divid d 
mong Federa, 
public, an rivate 
interests. S nd-
ridg Bea ' a ach 3 ·1es, 
is ub icly owned. 
Shore Use 
and !)evelopment 
Development is primarily 
military, the U.S. Anti -
Air Warfare Training 
Center being found here. 
The shoreline south of 
Sandbridge is generally 
undeveloped and publcly 
used for recreation. The 
Back Bay Wildlife Refuge 
and the Little Island 
Hunicipal Park are located 
in this reach. Sandbridge 
Beach is privately used 
for recreational purposes 
and developed for summer 
residence. Summer resi-
ential development south 
of Sandbridge is expected 
to ontinue. Some addition-
a l developmen t as parks 
and conservation areas is 
li.kel y . 
Authorized 
Shore History Federal Projects 
Material placed artificially to rebui ld None 
the Atlantic Ocean shoreline at Sand-
bridge, Virginia Beach proper, and 
North Virginia Beach after the 6-8 
March 1962 storm has continued to erode 
at rates comparable to those experie ncec 
historically. Except for a few reaches 
of beach accreting, there has been 
general recession of the entires 
line. Based on the latest complete 
survey of 1968 for the reach from the 
state line to the Cape Henry Lighthouse . 
the 27 .0 miles of beachfront along the 
Atlantic Ocean was undergoing an averag E 
annual rate of erosion of 0 . 72 cubic 
feet, which is equivalent to approxi -
mately 100,000 cubic yards per year. 
Observations indicate that south of 
False Cape, an area approximately 25 
miles south of Cape Henry, the drift 
is southerly. North of False Cape, 
the drift has a net northerly component 
The rate and volume of drift in this 







of Remedial Action 
Except for the highly developed areas of 
Virginia Beach proper, much of the shore 
is undeveloped or developed for summer 
use only. Beaches for recreational use 
are important to these types of develop -
ment. Therefore , beach restoration and 
periodic artificial placement of sand 
would be a suitable type of remedial 
action . In the more highly developed 
areas, bulkheading with fill would be 
essential . Costs of beach restoration or 
bulkhead types of protection would depend 
to a great extent on the locailty and ex -
tent of shore to be protected . It is 
estimated that effective protection could 
be provided for the shore along this 
reach for approximate l y $31,6 00 ,000 . 
Same as above 
Table 3, Beach Profiles, Distances, and Profile History 
Profile Distance to Previous 
No. Next Profile Investigators Dates Sampled References 
1 2.0 JT'i, Fausak Daily 10 Aug-> 9 Sept. 1969 Fausak 1970 
2 3.1 mi. Harrison 4 Nov 1956 -> Sept. 1958 Harrison and 
7-8 Mar . 1962 Wagner 1964 
3 0.9 mi. Harrison 25 Mar., 10 Apr. 1963 Harrison and 
11 June -> 5 July 1963 Wagner 1964 
4 0.9 mi. Harrison 25 Mar., 10 Apr. 1963 Harrison and 
11 June-> 5 July 1963 Wagner 1964 
5 1.4 mi. Harrison Mar . and Apr. 1963 Harrison and 
10 June-> 5 July 1963 Wagner 1964 
6 1 . 7 mi. 
7 1.0 mi. Goldsmith and Smith Bi-monthly (approx . ) 
(Back Bay Refuge) Sept. 1972 -> Jan . 1974 
8 3 .1 mi. Goldsmith and Smith Bi-monthly (approx.) 
(Back Bay Refuge) Sept . 1972 -> Jan . 1974 
9 1 , 7 mi . Goldsmith and Smith Bi-monthly (approx . ) 
(Back Bay Refuge) Sept . 1972 -> Jan . 1974 
10 1.3 mi . Bullock Monthly July 1969 -> Mar . 1971 Bullock 1971 
Goldsmith and Smith Bi - monthly (approx.) 
Sept . 1972 -> Jan . 1974 
11 O. 5 mi. Goldsmith and Smith Bi-monthly (approx . ) 
Sept . 1972 -> Jan . 1974 
12 0 .a mi. Goldsmith and Smith Bi-monthly (approx . ) 
Sept . 1972 -> Jan . 19 74 
Table 3, Cont'd. 
Profile Distance to Previous 
No. Next Profile Investigators Dates Sampled 
13 0.5 mi. Goldsmith and Smith Bi-monthly (approx.) 
Sept . 1972 -> Jan. 1974 
14 1.6 mi. Bullock Monthly July 1969 -> Mar . 1971 
Goldsmith and Smith Bi-monthly (approx.) 
Sept. 1972 - > Jan. 1974 
15 2.9 mi. Goldsmith and Smith Bi-monthly (approx . ) 
Sept. 1972 -> Jan. 1974 
16 1,3 mi. Goldsmith Bi-monthly (approx.) 
Sept. 1972 -> Jan. 1974 
17 1.s mi. Shideler, Swift, Oct . 1970 - > Oct. 1971 
McHone 
Goldsmith Bi-monthly (approx.) 
Sept. 1972 -> Jan. 1974 
18 Bullock Monthly July 1969 -> Mar, 1971 
Goldsmith Bi-monthly (approx.) 
Sept. 1972 -> Jan. 1974 
Total of 26.2 miles distance between profiles 1-18 
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Drainage of southeastern Virginia and adjacent North Carolina 
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Interpretat ion of coastal processes from grain size 
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Data hereon based on 81 years of 
record (1886 - 1966). 
Azinllth distribution based on direction 
of hurricanes path at its nearest 
approach to the Virginia Beach area. 
All hurricanes passing within a 200 
mile radius of Virginia Beach were 
analyzed. 
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Az:hauth distribution of hurricane paths (from U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers, 1971). 
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I METERSI IFEETI (ME TE RS ) (FEET) 
0 
\ 





--~~ I> i$' I 'I ------\-: -----,J/ I ~Q()5~ - ~r: 
JI. I( 
PLACES DA FORMS 19 8 
ANO 11100 . I F e 57 , WHICH 
AR O SOL T • 
Vt/f\,; \ 
Peli:. <f' , 
N 
) 
DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
For u•• of la for111, He TM S.237; the iwo,-ent 




LATITUDE LONG ITU OE OAT UM 
3b £.5.3/ J 11 /V 7L5L -c· ' C 9 11 W IJ.:r.J/. /9,9.7 
tii~Ri'Hii-iG;~;....;~--'---'';', FFTTil 111eE'AA:°ssTT111N;;"cG:;i1i!lc1~1•••••;.,1 G:;°"1~-.:.,,-;;F-;T-;-1 tG~Rt1icoi'AANNoo':z~o:»N E 
r:J..)) ...., 4_ 73.5° 9b ._,. J/ S'~u Ttf 
TO OBTAIN 
TO OBTAIN 
!FT) (EASTING)(N RTHING) 
{Ml 
{FT) GRIO ANO ZONE 
(Ml 
GRIO AZIMUTH, AOO 




ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
OATE OROER 
TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
OBJECT 
AZIMUTH OR- OIRECTIC>N 
IGE00£TICICGRIO) BACK AZIMUTH 
GEOO. DISTANCE GRIO DISTANCE 
--------- - --+------'""M=.,-AGJ!~.:..T:.,I ...._ ___ __ _ 










DA , ~~~~.1959 DESCRIPTION O COVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION For uH of la form, He TM ~237; the ,. 0 ,...ont 











LONG ITU OE ,1 
75'G~-,g 1~!, W 
(EASTINGl(tt JG.) 
.;:/. 73fl;J.C/b 





ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
DATE OADER 
GRIO AZIMUTH, AOO TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
--G-R IO AZ. < A oo-,-,s-U_B_. ,---=.----....-----...---T-O_T_H_E_G_E_O_D_E_T_IC_A_Z_IM_U_T_H .... 
AZIMUTH OR DIRECTION ------.----------,.--------- -
GEOO DISTANCE GRIO DISTANCE 
(GEOOfTICIIGRIO) BACK AZIMUTH (METERS) (FEETI !METERS) !FEET) 
------------+---=M~~"-T'-'1--"-'----+---- o 0 







PEI' PER.1t1i N r 
BEllC lj 
Cl1-4b 






DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
uu of forwi, Ho TM S.237; tho,..,._.,., 
ogency la U.S.C.,.tlnontol A""y c--""• 
,.. 
COUNTRY TYPE OF J,IARI< 
5 '.( 1~ :J M Tilllt:,1'»Eo ,-'JJ't!' 
l---~......._.=...,__.LJLL- __ _ --4--#,t::lf!/.Zl'•.ci.J!,._,l_ I;. )I re.,-~ I) 
S A PING ON MARK (,-Tl 
(Ml 
LONGITUDE J DATUM 
75" £;'"~ / 3" W N~R AM c 19 ::l 7 
DATUM 
ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
TO OBTAIN GRID AZIMUTH , ADO TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH - -- ------- --- -- ----- - --- ------ =.-- --.----.,.-------------




'fl) J..~l'c- ~- Li fla , I 









lJt.t/'r S 1'-N 
Pele 
DA 959 AC P L A C 5 0 " FO R MS U 9 l'ORM 1 ANO ,oe o, , F'EB 111 WHIC H I OCT e4 ARE 0 S OL C T C , 
GEOO , DISTANCE GRID DISTANCE 
(METERS) (FEET) !METERS) (FEET) BACK AZIMUTH 
NOT TO SCA/. 
.., 
I IF, 
- -- - ---




DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
Fo, uH of th i1 lo,,n, He TM ~237; the pro,-. 111 










ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
DATE ORDER 
TO OBTAIN GRID AZ IMUTH, ADO TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH ------------------------ ------0..---...----~---------- --
TO OBTAIN GRID AZ . (AOO)(SU B .) TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
OBJECT 
D 




REPL.ACES DA FORMS ltBt 
ANO 11160, I F n , WHICH 
ARE OIISOL.ETE, 
GEOD . DISTANCE GRID DISTANCE 
(METERS) (FEET) !METERS) (FEET) BACK AZIMUTH 
0 
Ne•, To SCAJ-..,!i" 
I 'i 71/ 
#-/ 
SKETCH 
DESC IPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
For uu of !hla lorn,, He Tlit S-237; the ..,e,-.nt 
o,.ncy la U.S.Contlnentol A,,., c- ..... 
COUNTRY 
Lt s 
LONGITIJDE I I/ 
7S"' :;-7 ~5' 
CE AST INGHII I•• IIM!tlG) 
~~~--=---~~:.._-+--=~~1~a v~ 








GRID AZIMUTH, ADD TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
GRID AZ. (AOD)(SU ) 0 TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
-------------.--A~Z=-:-IMUTHORDIRECTION ---- --.---G-E_O_D_._D_I_S_T_A_N_C_E_....,... __ G_R_ID_D_IS_T_A_N_C_E_-1 
IGEODE'TICllGRIDI ACK AZIMUTH (METERS) (FEETI (METERS) (FEET) OBJECT ------------+--~ NETJ,g_ __ -t----,, 
0 • 0 
/3.-9T S 7 I,.>! E ~, 
I :~~~-1959 
I, I ! I 
r,·I. 
/\1AGN G TIC. 










ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
DATE O,tDER 
G,tlD AZIMUTH, ADD TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
G,tlD AZ . (ADDIISUB.) TO THI! GEODETIC AZIMUTH 




BACK AZIMUTH Gl!OD. DIST ANCI! G,tlO DIST ANCI! IMl!Tl!RSI lffl!ETI (lll!Tl!,tS) IFl!l!TI 
0 • 
T 17J SCA 
-#/ 
DISCR PTION OR RECOVERY 01' HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
,_ ., ... , ., ...... - TM 5-ffl; the .. P,11 I I 
•.-«r •• u.s.c_,_ .. , Anar c......,. 
' l 
COUNTRY 








/ ~- 6-7 ()0 w 
(FT) GRI~ ANO ZONE ' / 
-tit! t· . 5LJLl'Ttf 
(FT) GRIP ANO ZONE 
(M) 
GRID AZIMUTH, ADO 
0 
GRID AZ . (AOO)(SUB.) 0 
EST AB LISH ED BY (AGENCY) 
DATE ORDER 
TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
AZIMUTH OR DIRECTION 
(GEOOETICHGR I 0) BACK AZIMUTH 
GEOO , DISTANCE GRID DISTANCE 
'M NETIC 
(METERS) (FEET) (METERS) (FEET) 
0 0 • 
MIIGN!:TIC.... 
Nt'/' Tli 
T TD SC/II. 
r, ~R. s•.:.~ ,'t7'1 





REPL4CES 04 FORMS 19119 
4NO ,no , I FEB 117, WHICH 
4RE OBSOLETE , 
SKETCH 
DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
For uu of thla form, He TM S-237; the proponent 






~/ S.~?'=' bCc::->~~~,5'":..,--_ .. _+=::;'-1-'7--':-.::.::~....::;;l.~-<-e-""'-:L'-· _ ... _+--'-...;__;_ ____ .;:::_5::,_/lq T/7 






GRID AZIMUTH, ADD 
GRID AZ. (AOO)(SUB) 






















TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
0 
TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
GEDO. DISTANCE GRID DISTANCE 
(METERS) (FEET) !METE RSI (FEET) 
No, TO SCAJ..I= 








REPLACES DA FORMS 1059 
ANO 1960, t F 57, WHICH 
ARE OBSOLETE, 
DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
For uu of thla form, ue TM 5-237; the proponent 
o ncy la U.S.Contlne,itol A""r c-mond. 
COUNTRY TYPE OF MARK ST~lpN Jt /''/?_{"',4 








l> I I/ t5 r.s ~c 
GRID AHO ZONE (FT) _, (FT) t!) ...., II}, s~_)t..1Tli ~---------~-----
ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
(FT) 
(M) 




GRID AZIMUTH, ADO TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 




GRID AZ . (AOD)(SUB .) 
BACK AZIMUTH 
0 
0 TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
GEOO. DISTANCE GRID DISTANCE 







I I u 
Lc 1 T 
V§Pco i.'?.IIIVSfb~MEJ? 
fttE 




EPLACES OA FORMS u,e 
ANO ieeo. I FE 7, WHICH 
ARE OBSOLETE . 
SK£T H 
DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
For uH of thh form, TM S-237; tho proponent 



















7 5- c 5-¥ s~__......_..+.LL::=~~ ......... __,__-'--=-'-'--------------11 
(EASTING)(NQA• lltfG) ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
(FT) 
(Ml 
THING) (FT) GRID AND ZONE 
(M) 
DATE ORDER 
GRID AZIMUTH, ADD 
0 
TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 




GRID AZ. (ADD)(SUB.) 0 
BACK AZIMUTH 
TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
GEOD . DISTANCE GRID DISTANCE 
(METERS) (FEET) (METERS) (FEET) 
OT TO C AJ...E'. 
" 1MSfolc 
#3 
RC:PL•CES D• FORMS 10 0 
•ND 1900, I F' !17, WHICH 
•RE OBSOLETE. 









DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
For use of form, TM S-237; the proponent 





TYPE Of, MARK 
5/ { ½ gft/_ -rJ-1.'& -flJr /J 
.'L ,_;.~ • • t- . JJ~ S.: '.d 
STAMPIN G ON MARK 
DATUM DATUM 
// W N~.et/i_Jf'r/t'"/i:1.<, _..___,_/9.;_;;;~c..,_;7~ -- - - ---
tii roi =in irnffil~ ~-~ j'-- ~~ ;-,:--t,1 EE~ASS~TttlN;.;G~,ii1 N~C3~R~T;+tMl ... i"5;fi~)--~( ;F:;T-;-) t;G~R 10 ANO ZON F h 
l-7:~1:--::~":3:- -'-3--,,.__;::=:...,:-cc"'::c._---( ~- T-)-+.,.,=..(~~t'1N ?iW:Z H~:i? s- (;;) Ic;~ 0-· __ __ 
ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
( Ml (Ml 
TO OB T A I N G RID AZIM lJ' H, ADO TO THE GEOOETIC AZIMUTH 
- --------------------------- ------ 0 TO OB T A I N GRID AZ . ( A ) O)( SUB ) TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
O BJECT 
-----~----------.---------- -AZ IMUTH OR DIR E CT ION 
I GEOOfT IC)( GRI O I 
J ~A GN ET!9.. --+----,,-o , , 0 # 




Tc EF¾Si CHIMNEY 
11, REfl.A:Jt HE~!AAR+t~ ~ 
GEOO . DISTANCE 
( METERS ) (FEET) 
SKET C H 
GRID DISTANCE 
(METER SI (FEET) 
FORM A 0 1000. 1 FEB"· WHICH DA 1959 R PL A CC.S DA F"ORMS 1050 I OCT 114 A CO SOLETE. DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION For u ae of t+.la form , He TIii S-237 ; the proponent 
ogen c y lo U.S. Contlnento l Ar111y c-mand. 
COUNTRY TYPE OF MARK 
t.L s. 'd(J"~i'l, .TH1.:FIIJJEO ~IP~ 1-,-=..,.--c==.,;::c~-'--L-'------+.::::..J.c,'1..,.,_,1;.-,£"-A,<_,.,JLLC, I-/' -;uv•,~·,:, 
LOCALITY STAMPING ON MARK 
(FT) 
(Ml v',1.1. A£ c.· 
LATITUDE DATUM 
0 
TO OBTAIN GRID AZIMU H, ADD TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH ---------------------- .----.---- ... ------------ -41 
TO OBTAIN GRID AZ . (A•)DllSUB l TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
OBJECT 
DA., ~~~~.1959 
AZIMUTH OR DIRECTION ------.--------
GEOD DISTANCE GRID DISTANCE 
IGEODETICllGRIDl BACK AZIMUTH 
MAGN ETl~.~--+----
(METERS) (FEET) !METERS) (FEET) 
o , • 
Vl41$ 
Pele 
REPLACES OA F'"ORMS U 9 
AND 1oeo. I F' B ,1. WHICH 





I.\ . ., .. ,"'TH 
KETCH 
DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
Fo, uu of thh form, OH TM S.237; the p,o,....nt 
o,-ncy lo U.S.Conllnentol Army Common,I. 
COUNTRY 
i-t,S. A. 
TO OB T A IN 
( FT ) (EAS IN G)I NOR HING } 
(Ml 
(FT) GRID ANO ZONE 
(Ml 
0 
GRID AZIMUTH , ADO 
(FT) 
(M) 
ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
ORDER 
TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH -------------- ~----- - ....--TO O BT A IN 
OBJECT 
GRID AZ ( AOO ll SUB l TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
AZ IMUTH OR DIRE CTio' N -- - --- --.- -
GEOO DISTANCE GRID DISTANCE 
IGEOOl:TIC l( GRIOJ 
MAGNETIC 
0 
BACK AZIMUTH (METERS ) IFEETl (METERS) (FEET) 
-~ ---------+---------
VIM.•, 
f ,:I E 
R P L A C S O A !'ORMS 10,0 
A NO 180 0, I FE 1. WHIC H 
AR 085 0LETE, 
TC H 
DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
For u•• of m is lo,,.,, ••• TM .S.237; the proponent 






·&37 1 L/ 
(NORTHING)(& 27 PIG) 











- 5' - s '; L , I &(,' fi !;., t"/~ I< ·1 11,1.._ _________ ~,----=----...,.......... 
(EASTING)(IIIIS: 1111) tFT) GRIO ANO ZONE ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
-<-'::I -; C:-"'2 - -'Ml // , 3<"'., JI, 
(E ,.:-~ORT)(: NG) t FT l GRl~O-A~N-o-z=-o_N_E:-----~-...,..0-A .... T'""'E----r-:Oc-:R:-,O:-,E=-R=----
(M) 
0 
TO OBTAIN GAIO AZIMUTH, AOO TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH ~- ------------------------------ .. ------~-------- ----
TO OBTAIN GRID AZ IAOOHSUB.) TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
- ------------.- AZIMUTH OR- DIRECTION -----~-----------r-------- --. 
GEOO DISTANCE GRIO DISTANCE 
(GEOOE'TIC)(GRIO) BACK AZIMUTH (METERS) (FEET) (METERS) (FEET) 
.J..MAGNET~-----~ 
OBJECT 
0 I II 0 
__l; 





NOT TO ScAJ...E 












LONG ITU OE 
.,,._-l.. _,, 
/ ) . 
(FT) GRIO ANO ZONE 
(EASTING)(NO THING) 
-4MI //,f, 5 / I./ T,1-/ 
(FT) GRIO ANO ZONE 
(M) 
GRIO AZIMUTH, AOO 
0 
------,0,---
GRIO AZ (AOOHSUB ,) - ------T""--
(FT) 
(Ml 
ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
OATE OROER 
TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
AZIMUTH OR DIRECTION 
(GEOOfTICHGRIOI BACK AZIMUTH 
GEOO, DISTANCE GRIO DISTANCE 
t-------------+----"M:::.A=Gt!.,,Ec...:T_,_l.,.C..__ _____ _ 







NOT TO .SCALE 
ACPl.ACCS DA FORMS U 0 
ANO lt00 , I FEB 51 0 WHICH 
ARE OOSOl.ETE. 







DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
For u•• of 1h11 fornt, He TM S-237; the p,oponent 
















G"ID AZIMUTH, ADD TO THI! GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
GRID AZ. TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
AZIMUTH OR DIRECTION 
IGEODETICIIGRID) 
M N Tl 
0 II• 
IIIE~L AC 11:S DA ~OIIMS Hie 
AND HeO. I ~118 17, WHICH 
AIIIE 08SOLIETII. 
AZIMUTH GEOD. DISTANCE G"ID DISTANCE IMETERSI (l'l!ETI IMETE .. S1 IFEETI 
0 II 
DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZOMT AL CONTROL STATION 
fer,, .. of Ihle fo,.., - TM ~217; tlio ,,.,-. 










ESTABLISHED BY (AGENCY) 
.s L L/_T'--'-"""---<------,.----,------11 
(FT) GRID ANO ZONE DATE ORDER 
(M) 
GRID AZIMUTH, AOD o TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH 
GRID AZ . (AOO}(SUB,) o TO THE GEODETIC AZIMUTH ---------~--------- -------.----------,---------- -
AZIMUTH OR DIRECTION GEOD . DISTANCE GRID DISTANCE 
OBJECT (GEOOETICHGRIO) BACK AZIMUTH (METERS) (FEETl (METERS) (FEET) 
----------+---"' M::.,:A~·G_NE__I.!C~ ---+----
o • 0 
RCPLACES DA FORMS 19 0 
ANO IH0, I FE 111, WHICH 
ARE O8SOLET , 
N~T 1() 











DESCRIPTION OR RECOVERY OF HORIZONTAL CONTROL STATION 
Fo, uu of thla form, ••• TM S-237; the p,oponent 
agency la U,S,Contlnental Army CoMMancl. 
Appendix C 
WAVE OBSERVATIONS 
July and August, 1974 
Report to 
Coastal Engineering Research Center 
U.S . Army Corps of Engineers 
Kingman Building 






Virginia Institute of Marine Science 
Gloucester Point, Virginia 23062 






STORY AMPHIBIOUS BASE 
SEASHORE STATE PARK 
VIRGINIA BEACH 
3 
0 2 3 
36° eo' N 4.1 





VIMS - CERC 
SHORELINE STUDIES 
SOUTHEASTERN VA. 
BEACH PROFILES 1-18 
WAVE OBSERVERS I.I- 9.1 
36° 40 1 N 
INLET 4 
!5 





















(COROLLA, N. C.- 9.1) 
! 
r 
... rE .... _ • _,:!,~ 
I ., t t • 
C~i-i(i ;7 -•-t. 1.J 
\ 
~,·.I , I. { 't ; [' C (J. ,I \ ·1 1 ( ._ ! '. : I .. ·' ·, f J , • 
,'VI"' I • ,.J~)-.:J•_; · .... ,- , .. ,,'/ j \1. •~..,\I 
RECORD ALL DATA CAREFULLY t.~0 LEG:3LY 
(9./) UL-t'.LL{/~~f~~c-/ 4/f?_ 
~/;~4.___. ____ -· ··- ---
~::: t .0 I ! 
,1, I 
I ,-
' ! ; ~.:. 
\ '-' [-
YF1:l .:'.£:.:~ ClY r ·,'.iE V'l.\/C. P~i :::~ J -------· --n ,cc,~ ,:-~ R:::::! :1":. !1· 1 i:1 !{':01tl3 ' --::~ 
csir.r, th:? ~4 ,:~,en (: i; .-:-: •.?,; .. }_:, ... t: ;-; l 
ho:!r :.,·s:er.1 ~:c:,.r::.~, ;-· .. i~ c::.:i roc,;1j \J. 
coo=~c-_o i -1 ~:15~ -----c.i~t_ J 
I ,-~1, -,-1 L---r I lf T r ·-. ·-,; r-:··~1 i L. l ____ _ _ _ I__ _ l __  
[- r -,-r -, I __ 1. , J :__!_, 1:-~ I - i- •1 !_I ,_: - I OJ-, .._: 
::_sL, .;. '· 
Gi\C/4 .: ::1 L~ IGL;T -- · - - ···-- --·•---- ", • I .... _ ;~ . .,_ • "'j,.:: µ j .. .. ,._, •: .:. 
r.i: ... o .. • 1 • lcJ>f ei:· r-.: .. ' .: e,f t~e "-.:~··! •r; i:.: • .. :,t t ~.._: ·t. 
· 1•:1,l;,~1»·::or~ ... n ... ~.:!:t ~:rc: •.7;-:f"~ .,.:~!\::r:-·-.;t ..... of :a r0~1. u~,r. J 1,1.? .... :,, ,,. ,~r c~ : ·rr- 2..-!;se ::: 
0 it-:.:'-,,. 
! . . [JJ.~ti 
r·-r l r .. , I i __ l_ :_J 
[[;~] 
L1 _ _1 _J I - -· ~--.-~ .-·1 I_ t ,.~I_J . ---,r-r-, '--'- . 
[TJ[ I J[ i-_i ~.-r ,·-r I I_ - 11 ~,J I ;_ ·1. 1/ -~! _ ['-• l _LI_J ____ -. , .. :, r1r ··. :,-r·· i-
l.!._J½.!. '- ,l.,J h ___ ._j_J: 
![f{, !Q:t3! !i~o-j 1 / ~ . fc) i9 
· · - L :=·J C~L '-:1~: ( ;~r J~ ·1_ 
__ !z1/.l i~ [& ir1 r1 1 ::1 11),J 
l. LL i . . -~ fL • LI~~-'-__ .... 
l .I L.I I 
l~.f5:.:~J 
,-L_: _, 
1-·ij r, . I i I{)' 
I - 1•• --
,-•r-t -I l_!._ l J 






- I II i 
1 - '. ,,v 
r c· -, I -r r i- I . i . - -- I - -, I . ' ' . . 
_______ l_~~~1~1~J_l~J~~~_i _ ~l J I_ l~·:11~1~ - i'--__ L1s~~--L.__z. 
! rn: I '["fJ- fil··1·-n-1 rr-n ! Lr 1·-,.17 . r-j-~ I 
FR I I LJ_J . I - - i --'-' ~---" I '-'l..J ' -· ; .. i i2l1.llt?!~lJ~i3l v.T8~t?.1 ~-C2~ i - C·z~ 5f i -- ··· - = ·- .. -_ ---,(,-H-, 1r" 1 ,-;r-r-1 T-i---·-i--r-r7 ---1·· c-1 -, r-J (' 'IT I - . • • • l I. ,• .. - I - ' e-••' I J • 
--~~-· __ t_[7111~:~Jfj~tf1 ;:.4.,~tJro] 11;_~;, ;___ ,~··zL~b~ _ __ _ __ 
In.., .. 
I I J 
L17i.fJ --- -· ... 
2,;. 
i11 
4 1 ' -t ' LLJ_HJJJ 
YEM~ DAY 
r. 0 1 
I I \ 
. Si,T I L __ 1Jf l I' . :1111:o,a11s ! 
- - - - • - -'- •·- - .J - • , . I - ' 
::-: r,...-. lrii-~ J (od - . 
RECORD ALL Ct;iA CAREFUU.Y MiD.LEGIBLY 9, \ ~~-- - . ~----c..£_~• -:....,,._ ... __ !2' S!1 t: Nf.' .!E ' • 
DL_tJ.!c; A1f':~-~-- -· (, u L2-\ EI? 
-rwi:: Wt..VE P[RIOD HEIGH, _:#, ... \ :,--:_ t~;,::"?ilE AT f!hC .",:\ ;:;"? ._.'/C.: --
Ret<'i:' ttff\t F:!':~:-1 fh~ rtr.--~ j:1.~econds w - .. E:-: J· -: •~-~ t.:: ! c..;:i r :! ! of th.; 
u!tnfJ t~ 24 · ,1--e·i£?F(t t-} 'iif"ffl ~~sZ '"TP~S! o· ·: 1~f:~\ ~--!~'.;c-_, .. i~e·~"J~t"T:; 'tt.: ~~:-::;: 
hour s1:lcm s:cticr.Jry p~int. If Cul,,, rec.>rd 0 . 1,::.: of o foot 
.. ":C."~ 'r:' :---J :-.;: ._ ;' ,:i~~ . : f '( 
~··:~ •i-_: tr : ~:.~;:-: .·: .: : -r"- ; t -~ i 
ij,,n, th~ ll'0lrc:tJ , c, t~,e re~u.~ !i11 
o it cc;!i?"· 
-- ----·--r·--. ·-· ----U;-0 1 [Tl[,] ·- i-- ., i I I . ~--- J 
tcJj 
c- ,. - .. 
2 - r , ; 
= t .'•,1 1 
- ( 
___ [T-[l r:-·n -r r,-1 1-
L_! - I I t_ . _I 
. ----•·- -=-rn _____ - --· 
--- i I I I 
I -, 
,-j. I I I 
, ____ 11!~~j __ _L_ [T~j)6! 
··-·-- I ,- - . r-1 l I L J L J '·· __, I 1.J . o'! r r ~. [-r-,. r ·, ----- -J..~_J. - --- -n-n ,-;-. r, , I , I I •-I ___ ._ ..,, •- - -...> --
t/~_ t;j __ i LiS!,q~ 
11 r-· r--·1=-: : __ 7 
. .- .. 1 I ,,..!..,. • ',T-' 
f-18' : r-·ii1 @ 
ClJJ I lI _: 







I f ~I 
I - .. --- · :J. . .. rcrr- r,._,, c-...... -! 
I.-· -· 
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WAVE OBSERVATION REPORT ··-· BEACH EVALUATION PROGRAM 
REPORT NO. 2- ~, \ 
COASTAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER 
5201 LITTLE FALLS RD. N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C. 20016 . = 
LOCALITY CODE ·t: ;~:: . :~-: :*: -~= :~:: 
-------------------< (TO llt ,-ILLl!O ltll ATCE1tl:f" \,o:~ ::t:: : ,:-:: .,.~ : ~--: • '-~: ; ·: ' :,a.-: 
NAME OF BEACH 
200' 
1).--: :to: =20: =-= 
:~ --: ::t:-: -:2:: =~= 
-~= =to= =20= =-= 
. -o,: ·::i:: =~= =~= 
PERIOD 
OF 
=4Q:: 11:N :II(): 
WAVES 
:*: (SE:CI : :a:: 
PERIOD 
OF 
:CO: TEN : II) : 
WAVES 
::4= ISECI : :t:: 
10· 
HOUR 
n,. :1:,:. , ,~ ::M: 
200: 
· -o·= · 10 • =-20: =-= 
.:t 
:~ tO- :20 : =-= 
~ . ::1;: =~ = =~ = 
·:er. ·10: ·20 : ~ : 
·,o . ::t • 
=to: -i:;: :-t~= .. 
:c .. 20 ·30 
~- t .• :;2:: -~= 
·=9:: ·10. ... -~= ... 200 ... ·10· 20 . 
:0:: - ::1:: ::::= 
:10 : .... :-t~= 
PERIOD 
OF 
=40= TEN :IC): 
WAVES 





:«, : TEN :II): 













::t(): : 7() : ~ = :t0 · 
=•== :.""I:: :3:: : :9,· 
REGULAR 
=eo: : ,0 : =-,: : II() : 
=* = ::,:: : ,a:: : :9:: 
REGULAR 
:ec,: :,O: =->= :II() : 
:,a ·: : :'J:: . 3 .: -:9--
REGULAR 
·oo. , ,o : =30· ::90= 











REMARKS• YES ::::: NO ::::: 
:(n: :o:I : -'03: :()It: :.OS: 
WE :,i:: :,:t: :~: • :.3: 
EK 
:(l8 : .... ::08= 
=u~= =,~= ~= 
::ie: :r.,: "28· 
DAV 
: :ti : DAV INDICATED MUST BE A SUNDAY 
:o :: • ::t== ~.s- :;=: HEIG~T ~;a - :3 .·: 3.:9: 
: 9; : : e ;: : ~:: ·8 :: : 9 ;: IFT) "10; : :it ;· tt : 
DIRECTION . :() : : :t :: =~- =~== 
TYPE :su: 
DAVOFWEEK - MON rus WU) THU 
: o: : : ;Sc: : :t. - -t.8 : :2.::=HEIGHT -2;5: : 3 :: 3 .-0: 
·&: : :8; : : i. ·· :8; · :9,:· (FTI ~ - '" .. tt : 
DIRECTION : :() : : :t :: -~-= ·::J:: 
TYPE :SU: 
DAV OF WEEK SUN ... Tut: wao TliU 
::o.: :; $: : .t..: :t · .2;: HEIGHT l.6 :3 · 3.8 -
:9,.-: :e ;: : ,: .: : 8 ;· ·e:: (FTI 10. : :it. : tt · 
DIRECTION 
TYPE 
DAV OF WEEK 
~--= 




• ,9 . :l , HEIGHT l 
·a,. (FT) 1Q.: 
~ . : :1:: 
0 THU Nti 
3.-0- :,t;: 
-tt ;: # : :13;-: 
TYPE ;su : :f't; : SP../l't. !SI>: -------------------DAV OF WEEK SUN .. THU 
.. 
'.lO. :,t, · :t2; 
-1 .. =~ = 
SPJ~ :$fl 
Tua WG TMU 
3 . 3~ · 
-~ 10. .:r,. : ::12:: 
: "1:: =~== 
:$U'." .co .... 
DAV OF EEK SUN TU8 '#10 
' USE EVER SID£ FOR R MAR OR TO RECORD AN HOUR WHICH IS NOT LI STED 
CERC FO RM NO .12 0·72 
0 May 72 
WAVE-OBSERVATION-REPORT-- -- BEACH EVALUATION PROGRAM 
REPORT NO. 3 , \ COASTAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER 5201 LITTLE FALLS RD. N. W •• WASHINGTON, D. C. 20016 
OF =~= :a: ~= '28: :29: . ,;JO: 
:3:t: DAY INDICATED MUST BE A SUNDAY 
4P REGULAR - :-:0:: :;S:: :=.:: .. ' -HEIGHT~;$: =3:: U: =~ :4;f: -:~ :io: :20= ~= :,0: .... .:8(): :3,:: :e;= =~= =-8.:: :9,:: (FT) :io;: :tt;: #= ::Q;: ::t-4;: 
.¢;: :ct:: ~- :~ ::7"..:. :3:: ~,: DIRECTION ~..:: :ct:: =~== ... ::4:: :.&:: 
TYPE :SU= ... ~ ---41'- ·· HOUR DAY OF WEEK : ,e:: :10: .. =1~ =1>:: :1¢: :tll:: :is: =1~= omv:1• -MOft TU6 WIC "fNU .. -'I» PERIOD REGULAR - ::o..:: :;6.-: .. ::t.9: :2,.::HEIGHT 2 ~ - : 3; : 3,.-8: ::4;: :4$ OF (FT) :~ : :10: ,.. =4(): TEN :a>: - :,O: :10= "90= :8;: : e; : ::J;:: :a;,- :9;: :io; : :n;-; tt : #: ::M; : 
::o=: ::i:: =~..:: WAVES . =r-: =• == :;9:::: DIRECTION :;0..--: :..-t:: =~= ... : :,t:: =~= :*: (SEC) - ~-- ::a=: .. 
TYPE :,U: 0) :rt;: SP./Pl. --HOUR .:g:: :10- 4a :12: -•~= :1¢: :t .1$: -1~= omm• DAY OF WEEK SUN ... TU8 WIO THU P-ttt .. :!00 PERIOD REGULAR - :2,.::HEIGHT 2.-, :3 ;: U : : it.:: "'* OF (FT) .. : 10: =20: ~= '!40: TEN :II): :-,: :,0: ~= =90: :8;: :e;: ::,;:: :3;: :a..--: cio.: :it·· ~ = :13; : :14;: .. 
:1)- ::i:, WAVES :.-J:: ·•== :;9·: DIRECTION ::O- ::t·· =~ a =~ .... ::e .: ::S,: ::4:: (SEC) ... . .. 
TYPE :$U, co: ,t't;: Sf>#L .. 
HOUR 
·10 :12:: =t~= :1 : .1:1.: omm• DAY OF WEEK SUN MON --WIC THU SA~ - '100- PERIOD REGULAR - ... :2..":HEIGHT 2 .6: :3 ; . U · : it.:: -.;S· OF (FT) ::o.-: :10: :2(): ~= :4(): TEN :,U. .. :e:= =~-= : :8.-": :tO;: :it ·· :::12;: #: :14; : . .. .. .. 
::o:: :.'1:: WAVES DIRECTION *= . = :,2:: :;3:: ... ::fl;::~, ~= ::4:: (SEC) .. 
TYP :co,. ~= Sl'#t. .. 
HOUR 
=10: ... =t2'= :t3: • ¢. DAY OF WEEK SUN MON TU8 ... TMU F.n .. ;ioo PERIOD .. REGULAR - ::o:: :-u,. ._HEIGHT ,;t.-,: : 3 ;: 3,:a.: : :C;: "l;S: ,.. OF (FT) =to= -20= =~= TEN -110- :,O: :10; : :tt :: ~ = en;: 
!;1).:: ::t·: .:2:-




PERIOD .... HEIGHT :r. 3:t. : :C;~ C4; 
OF (FT) ~= TE ~- ::n.: :t%;: -~ : : It,: 
-:C:: ·:t:: ::2-: AVES ::t:: .. , :: ::,,.: :.a:. (SECI 
s,1/,t_ '-$111- -- 'If •I-• - =~--10 ,.. Wl.C ncu - SA.T :1t)C) .l00 PERIOD : 3, : 3 .f . - ·P 
OF- - 0 -=to ·40: TEN ·n>- ~ - :it ;: :t,: : :Q; :: :1c;: z -WAVES ·:1-- =~- : ,3:: :ll:: :s:= - • -= (SEC) ·:S-: - -f ~: Sl'lh. # -
HOUR - ,. 
:10· -u 1~- :t3: :t~: Onti.R• TU8 WU) THU P.ftt -- r-_;"' 
REMARKS• y - NO= -
0 1JSE REV RS SI FOR REMARKS OR TO CORD Hf HOUR WHICH IS.NOT LISTED -
fERC FORM NO. 120•72 
~y 72 -. 
WAVE-OBSERVATtON REPORT~--· ·- - "-BEACH EVALUATION P OGRAM· - • 
,4--- COAST AL ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER 
REPORT NO.------- 1 \ 5201 LITTLE FALLS RO. N. ., WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20016 
• I 
- NOV Die OF :;~: :::i,: :2Jt: ::zs: =a= :7-1: =28= . 29: • =lO= =~= DAY INDICATED MUST BE.A SUNDAY 
1QO: PERIOD REGULAR --·-· ::o=: :t,8: :2,.::HEIGHT ~--= ~ -= u : ::4;: "* OF IFTI "' ~- :10: :2() : :ic, : =40: =DC): ::GQ: :,C,: =80- =90: : e;: =~== =8~ :&, : ::JO;: ::1:2;: .. TEN : - ~ ;: :¢: :t4;: :u
~..: : :t : : =~ = WAVES DIRECTION : ::t:: 
,. 
~ = :::4!= ISEC) - .. :,a:: ::7:: :3 :::: :1): : : :o.--:: =~== : :3 : : :,e:: ~ = (ft 
TYPE u: ft: SPWL #= "' HOUR n =i= :,er- =~ : 1:p;: =t~= : t¢ : =ts= =1~ ·17-: OTMm• DAY OF WEEK -MON TU& W(t:) THU ~!f 0 i: ... PERIOD REGULAR --- ::o:: :;a:: :t: u : ~EIGHT2:9:" . 3 ,= U= : ,e,:: "* .. OF IFT) r -~= :10 : -- =40: TEN :JO: :tc): :.,0: :ac,: .oo, =~-= : e ;: :8 ;: :8; : # -: .i:i .• tt : #= :i-4; : "' .. WAVES ... o .. ::1 :: =~ = : "4=: (SEC) : :g:: :: }: : =• == "~ - DIRECTION :Q·: : ,1:: =~== .. : ,e· · ::t·· "' r 
TYPE :su: eo · ,.t;. --,SP : -< HOUR > ·-s- :10 : - :t 2-= =•~ = :1¢: :te: : :11:= ·11- OTMm• DAY OF WEEK SUN - TU8 Wf:0 THU f!ftt SAT r .,, PERIOD REGULAR :Q:: ... 2.- HEIGHT~~ : 3 .:: :u,. : ,e;: r 200 --- :C$ i: OF (FTI ·o:· :10: ~ = =40: TEN :ec,: : ,O : .. =90: : :e :: =~ = :8 ,- :8.,.-: :,o,;: :tt ·· tt : :U;: :14.,-: > ,. .. 
WAVES - :I o.: -::t a: ~- ::i: : : '4=: ISECI ·:t :: :: J :: DIRECTION ·Q · · t ·· -~ - ,.. : ,,S~. :"9 .. --co: #t; : SP~l ... -< HOUR -
=t~ ::t¢: :is : :te: = :11-: OTHl$l' SUN MON ... WIO THU F SA!f - 0 - C 
PERIOD REGULAR ... :uJ : ... 3.-a: : :ii;: :4;9: 
=~= OF - iii :10 : : 2() 0 ::ac): :40 : TEN : ::«) : : ,O : .. =90: -~--= : a. : ~ ;: ;tt: : :U;: :14;;: - X WAVES -~- ::t :: =~ = ==2:: ;:4: : : :e:= ::t=: ~ - . :;O:= DIRECTION : ;2:: ... : :4.-:: ::0,.-:: -(SECI - ·- - -t TYPE :su: :CO: SP~ ~ - - 0 -A.. -HOUR n 
:10 : =1~= : 1~ :1¢ : =ie= : 18:: ~ : OTMUI" -'JHU F.IU - ::c - > -.. aoo PERIOD REGULAR ........... : 3 _·: 3 :a : ,t;: ,.* - z ... OF - " : 10: =20= ~ = :.40: TEN : :,0: :ao: :go: ::12';: :¢ : :14:: - Ill ... ::t · : .::2-:: WAVES ... : ;4.: ::O.: I =~ = : ::4:: (SEC) -~= 0 ~ = 0 
HOUR z .... -:t~= :1s= 0 - f':ttt 0 ::roo REGULAR -- -I - ... ·:o:· ..., : ;io; :,O· :n ·· - Ill . -
: :t :: .,., - ,. - :I -~ SSZISIL = 'Ii _o -~-. .. 'llt.5 - -!' · 
:co: -:70! :14;-: =o = = :::o· - JI 
: -1:: =~= : ::S,: - «. - -I - • HOUR - .. 
10 : :t.t: =ta: : t3 : : 1'1: on 1m• SA.i: - r - I'll 
REMARKS• YD -= NO = 
'USt RE:VERSE Sll>f: POR £MI\R~ OR TO R CO DAN HOU R WHICH IS NO T LI STED 
foERc FORM NO. 120 ·72 
May 72 
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